Medicine Wisdom

Discover that prescription drugs after cancer and heart disease is the third leading cause of death in the USA. We in South Africa normally follow the USA stats and trends.

Dr Peter Gotzsche exposes big pharma as organized crime.

This is a must-see interview.

Why do you want to take dangerous medicinal drugs with side effect and risk your health over the long term with drugs that have all these built in synthetic risk factors? It does not make sense. People only do it because they don’t know any better or don’t realize there is an alternative. However, there is good news. An alternative option is available to us today. I strongly recommend that you take charge of your own body and become informed. A good starting point is my book. You will learn all about removing the root causes, how to nourish your body with true foods and much more. Most of the time the ‘dis-ease’ symptoms of my customers disappear and they flourish with vitality.

If you are sceptical, please read all our testimonies https://gonatural.co.za/content/34-testimonies.

If you have not yet read my book, I strongly encourage you to do so. We’ve sold more than 6000 books since 2015.

If you have a serious health challenge, please contact me.

I work with alternative and integrated doctors and health professionals, we will get to your root cause and help you to set you free from your challenge and ‘dis-ease’.

www.gonatural.co.za